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Sponsorship is key

Accelerating the pipeline of diverse
talent in the industry is essential for
sustained innovation & success

people with sponsors are 23% more
likely to advance their careers than
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Sponsorship equations need to change

Caucasian men

Women

Minorities

1 in 5 caucasian men
are sponsored 2

1 in 8 women
are sponsored 2

1 in 12 minorities
are sponsored 2

Become a Multiplier

Challenge your
peers to do
the same

Take the pledge to
sponsor an extraordinary
diverse talent

Join the
conversation

Tell your
sponsorship story

www.multiplydiversity.com | #MultiplyDiversity #MultiplyTechDiversity

Sponsoring diverse talent
drives positive business results
Ethnically-diverse
companies are

Gender-diverse
organizations are

Gender-diverse
organizations achieve

35%

45%

53%

more likely to outperform
their respective national
industry medians 3

more likely to improve
market share 4

higher returns
on equity 4

The role of the sponsor
Sponsors are leaders at all levels - with power and influence to change the
equation for diversity in every sector by creating a multiplier effect 2

Serving as
champions
& advocates

Leveraging
social
capital

Increasing
exposure and
access to other
executives

Opening doors
for opportunities
and visibility

Why sponsorship matters
Individuals who are most satisfied with their rate of
advancement are individuals with sponsors
Minority employees are

70% of sponsored men
and 68% of sponsored women

65%

feel they are progressing through
the ranks at a satisfactory pace,

compared to 57% of their
unsponsored peers 2

more likely than their unsponsored
cohorts to be satisfied with their rate
of advancement 2

As a sponsor, it is crucial to me that I create spaces to have real, sometimes hard,
conversations with my sponsees. Being able to give incredible talent the extra push
to go for a new opportunity that they may not have considered for themselves are
what I consider shining moments in my career.

Sponsorship works. It’s a big commitment
but it is one of the best investments you
can make to unleash the power of our
future leaders.

The Multiplier Effect has given me
a framework to put all the things
I’m doing around sponsorship and
measure its impact.

The Multiplier Effect starts with you

An Inclusive
Leader

An Extraordinary
Diverse Candidate

A Bold &
Powerful Action

to multiply through influence

ready for career advancement

to create greater opportunity
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